
Talking Tom Gold Run

**About Talking Tom Gold Run**

Talking Tom Gold Run is an Endless Runner in the style of Subway Surfers. Players must direct

Talking Tom or Talking Angela, who are following the thief of their gold treasure. The goal is to get

as far as possible, avoid all obstacles and collect as many gold bars as possible.

In Talking Tom Gold Run, you can play the role of the sweet characters Talking Tom or Talking

Angela, and experience an exciting chase with them. A thief robbed you and you are chasing him

to get your gold bars back. For this you have to avoid all obstacles such as cars, walls or fences.

With simple swipe gestures you can let Talking Tom or Talking Angela, jump, slide or change the

lane. Once you have been stopped by an obstacle, the game is over. The collected gold bars can

also be used for the construction of your own house. The condition of your house also determines

the multiplier of your score.

**Talking Tom Gold Run - Features:** 

- Follow the thief: You have been robbed! Your goal, of course, is to catch the thief and get your

gold bars back. That's why you go for a fast-paced chase. You direct Talking Tom or Talking

Angela over busy roads, where you'll always find new obstacles. Of course, during your chase, you

have to dodge all of them. For example, to jump over obstacles, you just have to swipe upwards.

With a swipe down, you slide under obstacles. Avoid all obstacles, collect as many gold bars as

possible and always keep an eye on the thief. Once you have been stopped by an obstacle and the

thief can escape, the game is over.

- Build your own house: You can use the collected gold bars to build your own house. This feature

is extremely important for the rest of the game and for even higher scores. The better your home is

equipped, the higher the multiplier which is applied to your score.

- Unlock new characters and worlds: If you have completed many runs and achieved good scores,

new characters will be unlocked. This will allow you to play not only with Talking Tom or Talking

Angela, but also with other characters like Talking Ginger, Talking Hank or Talking Ben. In addition,

good scores unlock new worlds for you, so you can enjoy a variety of environments during your

chase.

Conclusion: Talking Tom Gold Run does not have an innovative gameplay, but still provides a lot of

fun for young and old.


